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1. In some multi-location rental systems, it is common to return trans-

shipped items after the rental period to the location that owns the item.

Transportation handling costs can be reduced by over 30% by sharing

item ownership instead of restricting item ownership to specific loca-

tions.

(Chapter 2)

2. For independently operating rental locations with low-demand rental

items, introducing shipments from a support depot leads to significant

stock pooling effects in addition to holding cost reductions due to cheaper

storage.

(Chapter 3)

3. In small rental systems with a support depot, it is important to take into

account the inventory levels at each location when deciding how many

items to take back from the locations to the support depot. In larger

systems, a static rule specifying the required stock at the support depot

may suffice.

(Chapter 4)

4. In the single-depot single-location problem, it is optimal to take back

all on-hand items above a certain threshold. This threshold decreases in

the number of rented items.

(Chapter 5: Proposition 1)

5. For multi-location rental systems with shipments from a low-cost support

depot, single-depot single-location decompositions are a valuable tool for

determining optimal policies and developing heuristics. This may also

be the case for related inventory models with shipments from a support

depot.

(Conclusions)



6. Public libraries can reduce costs significantly by adopting a transship-

ment structure with items floating through the system, using an appro-

priate policy for determining shipping and receiving locations. Especially

on the municipal level this could be the standard transshipment struc-

ture, since libraries within municipalities typically have shared funding

and shared catalogs.

(Conclusions)

7. The further the currently ongoing demand decrease progresses, the more

important it becomes for public libraries to cooperate, for instance by

centralizing stock in a shared support depot and shipping stock on re-

quest.

8. Efficiency at the expense of quality of life is not effective.

9. Economic inequality between high- and low-educated people should be

large enough to trigger people to pursue higher education, but no larger.

10. Perfectly executed music rarely touches; it’s the imperfections that make

music real.

11. In Hollander seit mear as er wit, in Fries minder.

(Saying in Friesland)


